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Abstract. Modelling and reasoning about dynamic memory allocation
is one of the well-established strands of theoretical computer science,
which is particularly well-known as a source of notorious challenges in
semantics, reasoning, and proof theory. We capitalize on recent progress
on categorical semantics of full ground store, in terms of a full ground
store monad, to build a corresponding semantics of a higher order logic
over the corresponding programs. Our main result is a construction of an
(intuitionistic) BI-hyperdoctrine, which is arguably the semantic core of
higher order logic over local store. Although we have made an extensive
use of the existing generic tools, certain principled changes had to be
made to enable the desired construction: while the original monad works
over total heaps (to disable dangling pointers), our version involves par-
tial heaps (heaplets) to enable compositional reasoning using separating
conjunction. Another remarkable feature of our construction is that, in
contrast to the existing generic approaches, our BI-algebra does not di-
rectly stem from an internal categorical partial commutative monoid.
1 Introduction
Modelling and reasoning about dynamic memory allocation is a sophisticated
subject in denotational semantics with a long history (e.g. [20,15,14,16]). Deno-
tational models for dynamic references vary over a large spectrum, and in fact,
in two dimensions: depending on the expressivity of the features being modelled
(ground store – full ground store – higher order store) and depending on the
amount of intensional information included in the model (intensional – exten-
sional), using the terminology of Abramsky [1].
Recently, Kammar et al [9] constructed an extensional monad-based denota-
tional model of the full ground store, i.e. permitting not only memory allocation
for discrete values, but also storing mutually linked data. The key idea of the lat-
ter work is an explicit delineation between the target presheaf category rW,Sets
on which the full ground store monad acts, and an auxiliary presheaf category
rE,Sets of initializations, naturally hosting a heap functor H . The latter cate-
gory also hosts a hiding monad P , which can be loosely understood as a semantic
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Fig. 1: Construction of the full ground store monad.
mechanism for idealized garbage collection. The full ground store monad is then
assembled according to the scheme given in Fig. 1. As a slogan: the local store
monad is a global store monad transform of the hiding monad sandwiched within
a geometric morphism.
The fundamental reason, why extensional models of local store involve in-
tricate constructions, such as presheaf categories is that the desirable program
equalities include
let ℓ :- new v; ℓ1 :- neww in p “ let ℓ1 :- neww; ℓ :- new v in p pℓ ı ℓ1q
let ℓ :- new v in ret ‹ “ ret ‹
let ℓ :- new v in pif ℓ “ ℓ1 then true else falseq “ false pℓ ı ℓ1q
and these jointly do not have set-based models over countably infinite sets of
locations [24, Proposition 6]. The first equation expresses irrelevance of the mem-
ory allocation order, the second expresses the fact that an unused cell is always
garbage collected and the third guarantees that allocation of a fresh cell does
indeed produce a cell different from any other. The aforementioned construction
validates these equations and enjoys further pleasant properties, e.g. soundness
and adequacy of a higher order language with user defined storable data struc-
tures.
The goal of our present work is to complement the semantics of programs over
local store with a corresponding principled semantics of higher order logic. In or-
der to be able to specify and reason modularly about local store, more specifically,
we seek a model of higher order separation logic [22]. It has been convincingly ar-
gued in previous work on categorical models of separation logic [2,3] that a core
abstraction device unifying such models is a notion of BI-hyperdoctrine, extend-
ing Lawvere’s hyperdoctrines [10], which provide a corresponding abstraction
for the first order logic. BI-hyperdoctrines are standardly built on BI-algebras,
which are also standardly constructed from partial commutative monoids (pcm),
or more generally from resource algebras as in the Iris state of the art advanced
framework for higher order separation logic [8]. One subtlety our construction
reveals is that it does not seem to be possible to obtain a BI-algebra following
general recipes from a pcm (or a resource algebra), due to the inherent local
nature of the storage model, which does not allow one to canonically map store
contents into a global address space. Another subtlety is that the devised logic
is necessarily non-classical, which is intuitively explained by the fact that the
semantics of programs must be suitably irrelevant to garbage collection, and in
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our case this follows from entirely formal considerations (Yoneda lemma). It is
also worth mentioning that for this reason the logical theory that we obtain is
incompatible with the standard (classical or intuitionistic) predicate logic. E.g.
the formula Dℓ. ℓ Ñ֒ 5 is always valid in our setup, which expresses the fact that
a heap potentially contains a cell equal to 5 (which need not be reachable) – this
is in accord with the second equation above – and correspondingly, the formula
@ℓ. pℓ Ñ֒ 5q is unsatisfiable. This and other similar phenomena are explained
by the fact that our semantics essentially behaves as a Kripke semantics along
two orthogonal axes: (proof relevant)cell allocation and (proof irrelevant)cell ac-
cessibility. While the latter captures a programming view of locality, the latter
captures a reasoning view of locality, and as we argue (e.g. Example 26), they
are generally mutually irreducible.
Related previous work As we already pointed out, we take inspiration
from the recent categorical approaches to modelling program semantics for dy-
namic references [9], as well as from higher order separation logic semantic frame-
works [2]. Conceptually, the problem of combining separation logic with garbage
collection mechanisms goes back to Reynolds [21], who indicated that standard
semantics of separation logic is not compatible with garbage collection, as we
also reinforce with our construction. Calcagno et al [4] addressed this issue by
providing two models. The first model is based on total heaps, featuring the
aforementioned effect of “potential” allocations. To cope with heap separation
the authors introduced another model based on partial heaps, in which this ef-
fect again disappears, and has to be compensated by syntactic restrictions on
the assertion language.
Plan of the paper After preliminaries (Section 2), we give a modified presen-
tation of a call-by-value language with full ground references and the full ground
store monad (Sections 3 and 4) following the lines of [9]. In Section 5 we provide
some general results for constructing semantics of higher order separation logics.
The main development starts in Section 6 where we provide a construction of a
BI-hyperdoctrine. We show some example illustrating our semantics in Section 7
and draw conclusions in Section 8.
This is an extended version of our conference paper [18]. All omitted proofs
are collected in appendix.
2 Preliminaries
We assume basic familiarity with the elementary concepts of category the-
ory [12,6], all the way up to monads, toposes, (co)ends and Kan extensions. We
denote by |C| the class of objects of a category C; we often suppress subscripts
of natural transformation components if no confusion arises.
In this paper, we work with special kinds of covariant presheaf toposes, i.e.
functor categories of the form rC,Sets, where C is small and satisfies the fol-
lowing amalgamation condition: for any f : a Ñ b and g : a Ñ c there exist
g1 : b Ñ d and f 1 : c Ñ d such that f 1 ˝ g “ g1 ˝ f . Such toposes are particularly
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well-behaved, and fall into the more general class of De Morgan toposes [7]. As
presheaf toposes, De Morgan toposes are precisely characterized by the condi-
tion that 2 “ 1` 1 is a retract of the subobject classifier Ω. More specifically,
our C support further useful structure, in particular, a strict monoidal tensor ‘
with jointly epic injections in1, in2, forming an independent coproduct structure,
as recently identified by Simpson [23]. Moreover, if the coslices c
Ñ
C support
independent products, we obtain local independent coproducts in C, which are
essentially cospans c1 Ñ c1‘c c2 Ð c2 in c
Ñ
C. Given ρ1 : cÑ c1 and ρ2 : cÑ c2,
we thus always have ρ1 ‚ ρ2 : c1 Ñ c1‘c c2 and ρ2 ‚ ρ1 : S2 Ñ c1 ‘c c2, such that
pρ1‚ρ2q˝ρ1 “ pρ2‚ρ1q˝ρ2, and as a consequence, rC,Sets is a De Morgan topos.
Intuitively, the category C represents worlds in the sense of possible world se-
mantics [15,20]. A morphism ρ : aÑ b witnesses the fact that b is a future world
w.r.t. a. Existence of local independent products intuitively ensures that diverse
futures of a given world can eventually be unified in a canonical way.
Every functor f : C Ñ D induces a functor f‹ : rD,Sets Ñ rC,Sets by
precomposition with f. By general considerations, there is a right adjoint
f‹ : rC,Sets Ñ rD,Sets, computed as Ranf, the right Kan extension along f.
This renders the adjunction f‹ % f‹, as a geometric morphism, in particular, f
‹
preserves all finite limits.
3 A Call-by-Value Language with Local References
To set the context, we consider the following higher order language of programs
with local references by slightly adapting the language of Kammar et al [9] to
match with the fine-grain call-by-value perspective [11]. This allows us to for-
mally distinguish pure and effectful judgements. First, we postulate a collection
of cell sorts S and then introduce further types with the grammar:
A,B . . . ::“ 0 | 1 | AˆB | A`B | AÑ B | RefS pS P Sq (1)
A type is first order if it does not involve the function type constructors AÑ B.
We then fix a map CType, assigning a first order type to every given sort from S.
The corresponding term formation rules over these data are given in Fig. 2
where the v-indices at the turnstiles indicate values and the c-indices indicate
computations. The only non-standard rules (put), (get) and (new) are expected
to handle references in the expected way: (put) updates the cell referenced
by ℓ with a value v, (get) returns a value under the reference ℓ and (new)
simultaneously allocates new cells filled with the values v1, . . . , vn and makes
them accessible in p under the corresponding references ℓ1, . . . , ℓn. As a fine-grain
call-by-value language, the language in Fig. 2 can be interpreted in a standard
way over a category with a strong monad, as long as the latter can provide a
semantics to the rules (put), (get) and (new). We present this monad in detail
in the next section.
Example 1 (Doubly Linked Lists). Let S “ {DLList} and let
CTypepDLListq “ 2 ˆ pRefDLList `1q ˆ pRefDLList `1q, which indicates that a
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(var)
x : A in Γ
Γ $v x : A
(inl)
Γ $v v : A
Γ $v inl v : A`B
(inr)
Γ $v w : B
Γ $v inrw : A`B
(unit)
Γ $v ‹ : 1
(pair)
Γ $v v : A Γ $v w : B
Γ $v pv, wq : AˆB
(abs)
Γ, x : A $c p : B
Γ $v λx. p : AÑ B
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(c-case)
Γ $v v : A`B Γ, x : A $c p : C Γ, y : B $c q : C
Γ $c case v of inlx ÞÑ p; inr y ÞÑ q : C
(p-case)
Γ $v v : AˆB Γ, x : A, y : B $c q : C
Γ $c case v of px, yq ÞÑ q : C
(init)
Γ $v v : 0
Γ $c init v : A
(ret)
Γ $v v : A
Γ $c ret v : A
(let)
Γ $c p : A Γ, x : A $c q : B
Γ $c let x :- p in q : B
(app)
Γ $v v : AÑ B Γ $v w : A
Γ $c vw : B
(put)
Γ $v ℓ : RefS Γ $v v : CTypepSq
Γ $c ℓ :- v : 1
(get)
Γ $v ℓ : RefS
Γ $c ! ℓ : CTypepSq
(new)
Γ, ℓ1 : RefS1 , . . . , ℓn : RefSn$v v1 : CTypepS1q
...
Γ, ℓ1 : RefS1 , . . . , ℓn : RefSn$v vn : CTypepSnq
Γ, ℓ1 : RefS1 , . . . , ℓn : RefSn$c p : A
Γ $c letref ℓ1 :- v1, . . . , ℓn :- vn in p : A
Fig. 2: Term formation rules for values (top) and computations (bottom).
list element is a Boolean (i.e. an element of 2 “ 1 ` 1) and two pointers (for-
wards and backwards) to list elements, each of which may be missing. Note that
we thus avoid empty lists and null-pointers: every list contains at least one el-
ement, and the elements added by `1 cannot be dereferenced. This example
provides a suitable illustration for the letref construct. E.g. the program
letref ℓ1 :- p0, inr ‹, inl ℓ2q; ℓ2 :- p1, inl ℓ1, inr ‹q in ret ℓ1
simultaneously creates two list elements pointing to each other and returns a
reference to the first one.
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4 Full Ground Store in the Abstract
We proceed to present the full ground store monad by slightly tweaking the
original construction [9] towards higher generality. The main distinction is that
we do not recur to any specific program syntax and proceed in a completely ax-
iomatic manner in terms of functors and natural transformations. This mainly
serves the purpose of developing our logic in Section 6, which will require a co-
herent upgrade of the present model. Besides this, in this section we demonstrate
flexibility of our formulation by showing that it also instantiates to the model
previously developed by Plotkin and Power [16] (Theorem 8).
Our present formalization is parametric in three aspects: the set of sorts S,
the set of locations L and a map range, introduced below for interpreting S. We
assume that L is canonically isomorphic to the set of natural numbers N under
# : L – N. Using this isomorphism, we commonly use the “shift of ℓ P L by
n P N”, defined as follows: ℓ` n “ #-1p#ℓ` nq.
Heap layouts and abstract heap(let)s Let W be a category of (heap)
layouts and injections defined as follows: an objectw P |W| is a finitely supported
partial function w : L áfin S and a morphism ρ : w Ñ w1 is a type preserving
injection ρ : domw Ñ domw1, i.e. for all l P imgw, wpℓq “ w1pρpℓqq. We will
equivalently view w as a left-unique subset of Lˆ S and hence use the notation
pℓ : Sq P w as an equivalent of wpℓq “ S. Injections ρ : w Ñ w1 with the property
that wpℓ : Sq “ ℓ : S for all pℓ : Sq P w we also call inclusions and write w Ď w1
instead of ρ : w Ñ w1, for obviously there is at most one inclusion from w to w1.
If w Ď w1 then we call w a sublayout of w1. We next postulate
range : S Ñ rW,Sets.
The idea is, given a sort S P S and a heap layout w P |W|, rangepSqpwq yields
the set of possible values for cells of type S over w.
Example 2. Assuming the grammar (1) and a corresponding map CType, a
generic type A is interpreted as a presheaf A : W Ñ Set, by obvious structural
induction, e.g. AˆB “ AˆB, except for the clause for Ref, for which pRefSqw “
w-1pSq. This yields the following definition for range: rangepSq “ CTypepSq [9].
Example 3 (Simple Store). By taking S “ {‹}, L “ N (natural numbers)
and rangep‹qpwq “ V where V is a fixed set of values, we essentially obtain the
model previously explored by Plotkin and Power [16]. We reserve the term simple
store for this instance. Simple store is a ground store (since range is a constant
functor), moreover this store is untyped (since S “ {‹}) and the locations L are
precisely the natural numbers.
A heap over a layout w assigns to each pℓ : Sq P w an element from rangepSqpwq.
More generally, a heaplet over w assigns an element from rangepSqpwq to some,
possibly not all, pℓ : Sq P w. We thus define the following heaplet bi-functor
H : Wop ˆWÑ Set:
Hpw´, w`q “
∏
pℓ : SqPw´
rangepSqpw`q
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and identify the elements of Hpw´, w`q with heaplets and the elements of
Hpw,wq with heaps. Of course, we intend to use Hpw´, w`q for such w´ and w`
that the former is a sublayout of the latter. The contravariant action ofH is given
by projection and the covariant action is induced by functoriality of rangepSq.
prpℓ : SqpHpw
´, ρ1 : w
`
1 Ñ w
`
2 qpη P Hpw
´, w`1 qqq “ rangepSqpρ1qpprpℓ : Sq ηq
prpℓ : SqpHpρ2 : w
´
2 Ñ w
´
1 , w
`qpη P Hpw´1 , w
`qqq “ prρ2pℓ : Sq η
The heaplet functor preserves independent coproduct, we overload the ‘ opera-
tion with the isomorphism ‘ : Hpw1, wq ˆHpw2, wq –Hpw1 ‘ w2, wq.
Example 4. For illustration, consider the following simplistic example. Let S “
{Int , RefInt , RefRefInt , . . . } where Int is meant to capture the ground type of
integers and recursively, RefA is the type of pointers to A. Then, we put
rangepIntqpwq “ Z, rangepRefSqpwq “ w
-1pSq “ {ℓ P domw | wpℓq “ S}.
For a heaplet example, consider w´ “ {ℓ1 : Int , ℓ2 : RefInt} and w` “
{ℓ1 : Int , ℓ2 : RefInt , ℓ3 : Int}. Hence, w´ is a sublayout of w`. By viewing the
elements of Hpw´, w`q as lists of assignments on w´, we can define s1, s2 P
Hpw´, w`q as follows: s1 “ rℓ1 : Int ÞÑ 5, ℓ2 : Refint ÞÑ ℓ1s, s2 “ rℓ1 : Int ÞÑ 3,
ℓ2 : Refint ÞÑ ℓ3s. The heaplets s1 and s2 can be graphically presented as follows:
5
‚
w´ w`
3
‚
w´ w`
The categoryW supports (local) independent coproducts described in Section 2.
These are constructed as follows. For w,w1 P |C|, w ‘ w1 “ w Y {ℓ ` n` 1: S |
pℓ, cq P w1} with n being the largest index for which w is defined on #-1pnq.
This yields a strict monoidal structure ‘ : W ˆW Ñ W. Intuitively, w1 ‘ w2
is a canonical disjoint sum of w1 and w2, but note that ‘ is not a coproduct
in W (e.g. there is no ∇ : 1‘ 1Ñ 1, for W only contains injections). For every
ρ : w1 Ñ w2, there is a canonical complement ρ
A : w2 a ρ Ñ w2 whose domain
w2 a ρ “ w2 r img ρ consists of all such cells pℓ : Sq P w2 that ρ misses. Given
two morphisms ρ1 : w Ñ w1 and ρ2 : w Ñ w2, we define the local independent
coproduct w1 ‘w w2 as the layout consisting of the locations from w, and the
ones from w1 and w2 which are neither in the image of ρ1 nor in the image of ρ2:
ρ1 ‘w ρ2 “ w ‘ pw1 a ρ1q ‘ pw2 a ρ2q.
There are morphisms w1
ρ1 ‚ ρ2 ρ1 ‘w ρ2 and w2
ρ2 ‚ ρ1 ρ1 ‘w ρ2 such that
w w2
w1 ρ1 ‘w ρ2
ρ2
ρ1 ρ2‚ρ1
ρ1‚ρ2
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w1
ρ1
w
ρ2
w2 w1
ρ1 ‚ ρ2
ρ1 ‘w ρ2
ρ2 ‚ ρ1
w2
Fig. 3: Local independent coproduct
Fig. 3 illustrates this definition with a concrete example.
Initialization and hiding Note that in the simple store model (Defini-
tion 3),H is equivalently a contravariant functorH : Wop Ñ Set with Hw “ Vw,
hence H can be placed e.g. in rWop,Sets. In general, H is mix-variant, which
calls for a more ingenious category where H could be placed. Designing such cat-
egory is indeed the key insight of [9]. Closely following this work, we introduce
a category E, whose objects are the same as those of W, and the morphisms
ǫ P Epw,w1q, called initializations, consist of an injection ρ : w Ñ w1 and a
heaplet η P Hpw1 a ρ, w1q:
Epw,w1q “
∑
ρ : wÑw1
Hpw1 a ρ, w1q.
Recall that the morphism ρ : w Ñ w1 represents a move from a world with w
allocated memory cells a world with w1 allocated memory cells. A morphism
of E is a morphism of W augmented with a heaplet part η, which provides
the information how the newly allocated cells in w1 a ρ are filled. The heap
functor now can be viewed as a representable presheaf H : E Ñ Set essentially
because by definition, Hw “ Hpw,wq – Ep∅, wq. Let us agree to use the notation
ǫ : w w1 for morphisms in E to avoid confusion with the morphisms in W.
Like W, E supports local independent coproducts, but remarkably E does
not have vanilla independent coproducts, due to the fact that E does not have
an initial object. That is, in turn, because defining an inital morphism would
amount to defining canonical fresh values for newly allocated cells, but those need
not exist. The local independent coproducts of W and E agree in the sense that
we can promote an initialization pρ2, ηq : w w2 along an injection ρ1 : w Ñ w1
to obtain an initialization ρ1 ‚ pρ2, ηq : w1  ρ1 ‘w1 ρ2. This is accomplished by
mapping the heaplet structure η forward along ρ2 ‚ ρ1 : w2 Ñ ρ1 ‘w ρ2.
Hiding monad Recall that the local store is supposed to be insensitive to
garbage collection. This is captured by identifying the stores that agree on their
observable parts using the hiding monad P defined on rE,Sets as follows:
pPXqw “
∫ ρ : wÑw1Pw Ñ u
Xw1. (2)
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Here, u : EÑW is the obvious heaplet discarding functor upρ, ηq “ ρ. Intuitively,
in (2), we view the locations of w as public and the ones of w1aρ as private. The
integral sign denotes a coend, which in this case is just an ordinary colimit on
Set and is computed as a quotient of
∑
ρ : wÑw1Pw
Ñ
uXw
1 under the equivalence
relation „ obtained as a symmetric-transitive closure of the relation
pρ : wÑ w1, x P Xw1q  puǫ ˝ ρ : wÑ w2, pXǫqpxq P Xw2q pǫ : w1  w2q
Note that  is a preorder. Moreover, it enjoys the following diamond property.
Proposition 5. If pρ, xq  pρ1, x1q and pρ, xq  pρ2, x2q then pρ1, x1q  pρ
1, x1q
and pρ2, x2q  pρ1, x1q for a suitable pρ1, x1q.
Hence pρ1, x1q „ pρ2, x2q iff pρ1, x1q  pρ, xq, pρ2, x2q  pρ, xq for some pρ, xq.
Example 6. To illustrate the equivalence relation „ behind P , we revisit the
setting of Example 4. Consider the following situations:
5
‚
6
„ 5 5
‚
6
6„ 3
‚
6
Here, the solid lines indicate public locations and the dotted lines indicate pri-
vate locations. The left equivalence holds because the private locations are not
reachable from the public ones by references (depicted as arrows). On the right,
although the public parts are equal, the reachable cells of the private parts reveal
the distinction, preventing the equivalence under „. Intuitively, hiding identifies
those heaps that agree both on their public and reachable private part.
The covariant action of PX (on E) is defined via promotion of initializations:
pPXqpǫ : w1  w2qpρ : w1 Ñ w
1
1, x P Xw
1
1q„
“ puǫ ‚ ρ : w2 Ñ ρ‘w1 uǫ,Xpρ ‚ ǫqpxqq„.
Furthermore, there is a contravariant hiding operation (on W) given by the
canonical action of the coend: for ρ : wÑ w1, we define hideρ : PXw
1 Ñ PXw:
hideρpρ
1 : w1 Ñ w2, x P Xw2q„ “ pρ
1 ˝ ρ, xq„ (3)
This allows us to regard P both as a functor rE,Sets Ñ rE,Sets and as a functor
rE,Sets Ñ rWop,Sets.
Full ground store monad We now have all the necessary ingredients to
obtain the full ground store monad T on rW,Sets. This monad is assembled
by composing the functors in Fig. 1 in the following way. First, observe that
pP p--ˆHqqH is a standard (global) store monad transform of P on rE,Sets.
This monad is sandwiched between the adjunction u‹ $ u
‹ induced by u (see
Section 2). Since any monad itself resolves into an adjunction, sandwiching in it
between an adjunction again yields a monad. In summary,
T “
(
rW,Sets u‹ rE,Sets Pp´ ˆHq
H
rE,Sets u‹ rW,Sets
)
. (4)
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Theorem 7. The monad T , defined by (4) is strong.
Proof. The proof is a straightforward generalization of the proof in [9]. [\
We can recover the monad previously developed by Plotkin and Power [16] by
resorting to the simple store (Example 3).
Theorem 8. Under the simple store model T is isomorphic to the local store
monad from [16]:
pTXqw –
(∫ ρ : wÑw1Pw Ñ W
Xw1 ˆ Vw
1
)Vw
.
Using (4), one obtains the requisite semantics to the language in Fig. 2 using
the standard clauses of fine-grain call-by-value [11], except for the special clauses
for (put), (get) and (new), which require special operations of the monad:
get : u‹RefS ˆH Ñ u
‹CTypepSqˆH
put : pu‹RefS ˆ u
‹CTypepSqq ˆH Ñ 1ˆH
new : u‹pCTypepSqRefS q ˆH Ñ P pu‹RefS ˆHq
5 Intermezzo: BI-Hyperdoctrines and BI-Algebras
To be able to give a categorical notion of higher order logic over local store,
following Biering et al [2], we aim to construct a BI-hyperdoctrine.
Note that algebraic structures, such as monoids and Heyting algebras can be
straightforwardly internalized in any category with finite products, which gives
rise to internal monoids, internal Heyting algebras, etc. The situation changes
when considering non-algebraic properties. In particular, recall that a Heyting
algebra A is complete iff it has arbitrary joins, which are preserved by binary
meets. The corresponding categorical notion is essentially obtained from spelling
out generic definitions from internal category theory [6, B2] and is as follows.
Definition 9 (Internally Complete Heyting Algebras). An internal Heyt-
ing (Boolean) algebra A in a finitely complete category C is internally complete
if for every f P CpI, Jq, there exist indexed joins
∨
f : CpI, Aq Ñ CpJ,Aq, left
order-adjoint to p--q ˝ f : CpJ,Aq Ñ CpI, Aq such that for any pullback square
on the left, the corresponding diagram on the right commutes (Beck-Chevalley
condition):
I J
I 1 J 1
A
g
f
h
f 1
CpJ,Aq CpI, Aq
CpJ 1, Aq CpI 1, Aq
∨
h
p--q˝f
∨
g
p--q˝f 1
It follows generally that existence of indexed joins
∨
implies existence of indexed
meets
∧
, which then satisfy dual conditions ([6, Corollary 2.4.8]).
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Remark 10 (Binary Joins/Meets). The adjointness condition for indexed
joins means precisely that
∨
f φ ď ψ iff φ ď ψ ˝ f for every φ : I Ñ A and every
ψ : J Ñ A. If C has binary coproducts, by taking f “ ∇ : X`X Ñ X we obtain
that
∨
∇ φ ď ψ iff φ ď rψ, ψs iff φ ˝ inl ď ψ and φ ˝ inr ď ψ. This characterizes∨
∇rφ1, φ2s : X Ñ A as the binary join of φ1, φ2 : X Ñ A. Binary meets are
characterized analogously.
Definition 11 ((First Order) (BI-)Hyperdoctrine). Let C be a category
with finite products. A first order hyperdoctrine over C is a functor S : Cop Ñ
Poset with the following properties:
1. given X P |C|, SX is a Heyting algebra;
2. given f P CpX,Y q, Sf : SY Ñ SX is a Heyting algebra morphism;
3. for any product projection fst : X ˆ Y Ñ X , there are pDY qX : SpX ˆ Y q Ñ
SX and p@Y qX : SpX ˆY q Ñ SX , which are respective left and right order-
adjoints of S fst : SpX ˆ Y q Ñ SX , naturally in X ;
4. for every X P |C|, there is “X P SpX ˆXq such that for all φ P SpX ˆXq,
J ď pS〈idX , idX〉qpφq iff “X ď φ.
If additionally
5. given X P |C|, SX is a BI-algebra, i.e. a commutative monoid equipped with
a right order-adjoint to multiplication;
6. given f P CpX,Y q, Sf : SY Ñ SX is a BI-algebra morphism,
then S is called a first order BI-hyperdoctrine.
In a (higher order) hyperdoctrine, C is additionally required to be Cartesian
closed and every SX is required to be poset-isomorphic to CpX,Aq for a suitable
internal Heyting algebra A P |C| naturally in X . Such a hyperdoctrine is a BI-
hyperdoctrine if moreover A is an internal BI-algebra.
Proposition 12. Every internally complete Heyting algebra A in a Cartesian
closed category C with finite limits gives rise to a canonical hyperdoctrine
Cp--, Aq: for every X, CpX,Aq is a poset under f ď g iff f ^ g “ f .
Proof. Clearly, every CpX,Aq is a Heyting algebra and every Cpf,Aq is a Heyt-
ing algebra morphism. The quantifies are defined mutually dually as follows:
pDY qXpφ : X ˆ Y Ñ Aq “
∨
fst : XˆYÑX
φ,
p@Y qXpφ : X ˆ Y Ñ Aq “
∧
fst : XˆYÑX
φ.
Naturality in X follows from the corresponding Beck-Chevalley conditions.
Finally, internal equality “X : X ˆX Ñ A is defined as
∨
〈idX ,idX〉
J. [\
A standard way to obtain an (internally) complete BI-algebra is to resort to
ordered partial commutative monoids [19].
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Γ $v v : A Γ $ φ : PA
Γ $ φpvq : prop
Γ, x : A $ φ : prop
Γ $ x. φ : PA
Γ $v ℓ : RefS Γ $v v : CTypepSq
Γ $ ℓ Ñ֒ v : prop
Γ $ φ : PA
Γ $ Qφ : prop
pQ P {@, D}q
Γ $v v : A Γ $v w : A
Γ $ v “ w : prop
Γ $ c : prop
pc P {J,K}q
Γ $ φ : prop Γ $ ψ : prop
Γ $ φ $ψ : prop
p$ P {^,_,ñ, ‹, ‹´}q
Fig. 4: Term formation rules for the higher order separation logic.
Definition 13 (Ordered PCM [19]). An ordered partial commutative monoid
(pcm) is a tuple pM, E , ¨ ,ďq where M is a set, E Ď M is a set of units, multi-
plication ¨ is a partial binary operation on M, and ď is a preorder on M, such
that the following axioms are satisfied (where n » m denotes Kleene equality
of n and m, i.e. both n and m are defined and equal):
1. m ¨ n » m ¨ n;
2. pm ¨ nq ¨ k » m ¨ pn ¨ kq;
3. for any m PM there is e P E such that m ¨ e » m;
4. for any m PM and any e P E , if m ¨ e is defined then m ¨ e » m;
5. if n1 ď n, m1 ď m, and n ¨m is defined then so is n1 ¨m1 and n1 ¨m1 ď n ¨m.
We note that using general recipes [3], for every internal ordered pcm M in a
topos C with subobject classifier Ω, Cp--ˆM,Ωq forms a BI-hyperdoctrine, on
particular, if C “ Set then Setp--ˆM, 2q is a BI-hyperdoctrine.
6 A Higher Order Logic for Full Ground Store
We proceed to develop a local version of separation logic using semantic principles
explored in the previous sections. That is, we seek an interpretation for the
language in Fig. 4 in the category rW,Sets over the type system (1), extended
with predicate types PA. The judgements Γ $ φ : prop type formulas depending
on a variable context Γ . Additionally, we have judgements of the form Γ $ φ : PA
for predicates in context. Both kinds of judgements are mutually convertible
using the standard application-abstraction routine. Note that expressions for
quantifiers Dx. φ are thus obtained in two steps: by forming a predicate x. φ,
and subsequently applying D. Apart from the standard logical connectives, we
postulate separating conjunction ‹ and separating implication ‹´.
Our goal is to build a BI-hyperdoctrine, using the recipes, summarized in
the previous section. That is, we construct a certain internal BI-algebra Θ in
rW,Sets, and subsequently conclude that r--, Θs is a BI-hyperdoctrine in ques-
tion. In what follows, most of the effort is invested into constructing an internally
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complete Boolean algebra Pˇ ˝ Pˆ Hˆ (hence r--, Pˇ ˝ Pˆ Hˆs is a hyperdoctrine), from
which Θ is carved out as a subfunctor, identified by an upward closure condition.
Here, Pˇ is a contravariant powerset functor, and Pˆ and Hˆ are certain modifica-
tions of the hiding and the heap functors from Section 4. As we shall see, the
move from Pˇ ˝ Pˆ Hˆ to Θ remedies the problem of the former that the natural
separation conjunction operator ‹ on it does not have unit (Remark 19).
In order to model resource separation, we must identify a domain of logical
assertions over partial heaps, i.e. heaplets, instead of total heaps. We thus need
to derive a unary (covariant) heaplet functor from the binary, mix-variant one H
used before. We must still cope not only with heaplets, but with partially hidden
heaplets, to model information hiding. A seemingly natural candidate functor
for hidden heaplets is the composition
P
(
E
∑
wĎ-- Hpw, --q Set
)
: Wop Ñ Set.
One problem of this definition is that the equivalence relation „ underlying the
construction of P in (2) is too fine. Consider, for example, ew “ p∅ Ď w, ‹q P∑
w1ĎwHpw
1, wq. Then pid : w Ñ w, ewq  pinl : w Ñ w ‘ {‹ : 1}, ew‘{‹ : 1}q,
i.e. two hidden heaplets would not be equivalent if one extends the other by
an inaccessible hidden cell. In order to arrive at a more reasonable model of
logical assertions, we modify the previous model by replacing the category of
initializations E is a category Eˆ of partial initializations. This will induce a
hiding monad Pˆ over rEˆ,Sets using exactly the same formula (2) as for P .
A partial initialization is a pair pρ, ηq with ρ P Wpw´1 , w
`
2 q and η P∑
w´Ďw`
2
aρHpw
´, w`2 q. Let Eˆ be the category of heap layouts and partial ini-
tializations. Analogously to u, there is an obvious partial-heap-forgetting functor
uˆ : EˆÑW. Let Hˆ : EˆÑ Set be the following heaplet functor :
Hˆw “
∑
w1Ďw
Hpw1, wq.
Given a partial initialization ǫ “ pρ : w Ñ w1, pw2 Ď w1aρ, η P Hpw2, w1qqq : w  
w1, Hˆǫ : Hˆw Ñ Hˆw1 extends a given heaplet over w to a heaplet over w1 via η:
pHˆǫqpw1 Ď w, η
1 P Hpw1, wqq “ pρrw1s Y w
2 Ď w1, η2q
where η2 P Hpρrw1s Y w2 Ď w1, w1q is as follows
prρpℓ : Sq η
2 “ rangepSqpρqpprpℓ : Sq η
1q ppℓ : Sq P w1q
prpℓ : Sq η
2 “ prpℓ : Sq η ppℓ : Sq P w
2q
With Eˆ and Hˆ as above instead of E andH , the framework described in Section 4
transforms coherently.
Remark 14. Let us fix a fresh symbol ⊠, and note that
Hˆw “
∑
w1Ďw
∏
pℓ : SqPw1
rangepSqpwq –
∏
pℓ : SqPw
prangepSqpwq Z {⊠}q,
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meaning that the passage from E, H and P to Eˆ, Hˆ and Pˆ is equivalent to
extending the range function with designated values ⊠ for inaccessible locations.
We prefer to think of ⊠ this way and not as a content of dangling pointers, to em-
phasize that we deal with a reasoning phenomenon and not with a programming
phenomenon, for our programs neither create nor process dangling pointers.
For the next proposition we need the following concrete description of the
set uˆ‹p2
Xqw as the end
∫
ρ : wÑw1Pw
Ñ
uˆ
SetpXw1, 2q: this set is a space of depen-
dent functions φ sending every injection ρ : w Ñ w1 to a corresponding subset
of Xw1, and satisfying the constraint: x P φpρq iff pX ǫqpxq P φpuˆ ǫ ˝ρq for every
ǫ : w1  w2.
Proposition 15. The following diagram commutes up to isomorphism:
rEˆ,Sets rEˆ,Setsop
rW,Setopsop rW,Setsop
2p--q
Pˆ uˆ‹
Pˇ˝ p--q
(using the fact that rW,Setopsop – rWop,Sets) where Pˇ is the contravariant
powerset functor Pˇ : Setop Ñ Set and for every X : Eˆ Ñ Set the relevant iso-
morphism Φw : uˆ‹p2
Xqw – PˇpPˆXwq is as follows:
pρ : wÑ w1, x P Xw1q„ P Φwpφ P uˆ‹p2
Xqwq ðñ x P φpρq. (5)
Let us clarify the significance of Proposition 15. The exponential 2Hˆ in rEˆ,Sets
can be thought of as a carrier of Boolean predicates over Hˆ , and as we see next
those form an internally complete Boolean algebra, which is carried from rEˆ,Sets
to rW,Sets by uˆ‹. The alternative route via Pˆ and Pˇ induces a Boolean algebra
of predicates over hidden heaplets Pˆ Hˆ directly in rW,Sets. The equivalence
established in Proposition 15 witnesses agreement of these two structures.
Theorem 16. For every X : EˆÑ Set, Pˇ˝PˆX is an internally complete Boolean
algebra in rW,Sets under
(∨
f
φ : I Ñ Pˇ ˝ PˆX
)
w
pj P Jwq
“ {pρ : w Ñ w1, x P Xw1q„ | D ǫ : w
1
 w2, Di P Iw2.
fw2piq “ Jpuˆ ǫ ˝ρqpjq ^ pidw2 , pX ǫqpxqq„ P φw2piq},(∧
f
φ : I Ñ Pˇ ˝ PˆX
)
w
pj P Jwq
“ {pρ : w Ñ w1, x P Xw1q„ | @ ǫ : w
1
 w2,@i P Iw2.
fw2piq “ Jpuˆ ǫ ˝ρqpjq ñ pidw2 , pX ǫqpxqq„ P φw2piq}.
for every f : I Ñ J , and the corresponding Boolean algebra operations are com-
puted as set-theoretic unions, intersections and complements.
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By Theorem 16, we obtain a hyperdoctrine r--, Pˇ ˝pPˆ Hˆqs, which provides us with
a model of (classical) higher order logic in rW,Sets. In particular, this allows
us to interpret the language from Fig. 4 over rW,Sets excluding the separation
logic constructs, in such a way that
JΓ $ φ : propK : Γ Ñ Pˇ ˝ pPˆ Hˆq, JΓ $ φ : PAK : Γ ˆAÑ Pˇ ˝ pPˆ Hˆq
where Γ “ A1ˆ . . .ˆAn for Γ “ px1 : A1, . . . , xn : Anq where, additionally to the
standard clauses, PA “ Pˇ ˝ Pˆ pu‹Aˆ Hˆq. The latter interpretation of predicate
types PA is justified by the natural isomorphism:
pPˇ ˝ pPˆ HˆqqX – puˆ‹p2
HˆqqX – uˆ‹pp2
Hˆquˆ
‹Xq – Pˇ ˝ pPˆ puˆ‹X ˆ Hˆqq.
Here, the first and the last transitions are by Φ from Proposition 15 and the
middle one is due to the fact that clearly both puˆ‹p--qq
X $ uˆ‹pX ˆ p--qq and
uˆ‹pp--q
uˆ‹Xq $ uˆ‹pX ˆ p--qq.
Since every set Hˆw models a heaplet in the standard sense [19], we can
equip Hˆw with a standard pointer model structure.
Proposition 17. For every w P |W|, pHˆw, {p∅ Ď w, ‹q}, ¨ ,ďq is an ordered
pcm where for every w P |W|, Hˆw is partially ordered as follows:
pw1 Ď w,Hpw1 Ď w2, wqη P Hpw1, wqq ď pw2 Ď w, η P Hpw2, wqq pw1 Ď w2q
and for w1 Ď w, w2 Ď w and η1 P Hpw1, wq, η2 P Hpw2, wq, pw1 Ď w, η1q ¨ pw2 Ď
w, η2q equals pw1 Y w2, η1 Y η2q if w1 X w2 “ ∅, and otherwise undefined.
As indicated in Section 5, we automatically obtain a BI-algebra structure over the
set of all subsets of Hˆw. The same strategy does not apply to Pˆ Hˆw, roughly be-
cause we cannot predict mutual arrangement of hidden partitions of two heaplets
wrt to each other, for we do not have a global reference space for pointers as
contrasted to the standard separation logic setting. We thus define a separating
conjunction operator directly on every PˇpPˆ Hˆwq as follows:
φ ‹w ψ “ {pρ : wÑ w
1, pw1 Z w2 Ď w
1, η P Hpw1 Z w2, w
1qqq„ |
pρ, pw1 Ď w
1,Hpw1 Ď w1 Z w2, w
1qηqq„ P φ,
pρ, pw2 Ď w
1,Hpw2 Ď w1 Z w2, w
1qηqq„ P ψ}.
Lemma 18. The operator ‹w on PˇpPˆ Hˆwq satisfies the following properties.
1. ‹w is natural in w.
2. ‹w is associative and commutative.
3. pρ : w Ñ w1, pw2 Ď w1, η P Hpw2, w1qqq„ P φ‹w ψ if and only if there exist w1
and w2 such that w1 Z w2 “ w
2, pρ, pw1 Ď w
1,Hpw1 Ď w2, w1qηqq„ P φ and
pρ, pw2 Ď w
1,Hpw2 Ď w2, w1qηqq„ P ψ.
Property 3. specifically tells us that any representative of an equivalence class
contained in a separating conjunction can be split in such a way that the respec-
tive pieces belong to the arguments of the separating conjunction.
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Remark 19. The only candidate for the unit of the separating conjunction ‹w
would be the emptiness predicate emptyw : 1 Ñ PˇpPˆ Hˆwq, identifying precisely
the empty heaplets. However, emptyw is not natural in w. In fact, it follows by
Yoneda lemma that there are exactly two natural transformations 1Ñ Pˇ ˝ Pˆ Hˆ,
which are the total truth and the total false, none of which is a unit for ‹w.
Remark 19 provides a formal argument why we cannot interpret classical sepa-
ration logic over Pˇ ˝ Pˆ Hˆ. We thus proceed to identify for every w a subset of
PˇpPˆ Hˆwq, for which the total truth predicate becomes the unit of the separating
conjunction. Concretely, let Θ be the subfunctor of Pˇ ˝ Pˆ Hˆ identified by the
following upward closure condition: φ P Θw if
pρ, ηq„ P φ, η ď η
1 imply pρ, η1q„ P φ.
For every w, let clw : PpPˆ Hˆwq Ñ Θw send a set φ Ď Pˆ Hˆw to the smallest
upward closed subset of Pˆ Hˆw containing φ.
Lemma 20. Θ is an internal complete sublattice of Pˇ ˝ Pˆ Hˆ, i.e. the inclusion
ι : Θ Ñ֒ Pˇ ˝ Pˆ Hˆ preserves all meets and all joins. This canonically equips Θ with
an internally complete Heyting algebra structure.
Proof (Sketch). The key idea is to use the retraction pι, clq. The requisite struc-
ture is then transferred from Pˇ ˝ Pˆ Hˆ to Θ along it. The Heyting implication
for Θ is obtained using the standard formula pφñ ψq “
∨
{ξ | φ ^ ξ ď ψ}
interpreted in the internal language. [\
Lemma 21. Separating conjunction preserves upward closure: for φ, ψ P Θw,
φ ‹w ψ “ clwpφ ‹w ψq.
Lemma 22. Θ is a BI-algebra: ‹w is obtained by restriction from PˇpPˆ Hˆwq by
Lemma 21, Pˆ Hˆw is the unit for it and
φ ‹´w ψ “ {pρ, ηq„ P Θw | @ρ
1 : w Ñ w1, η1, η2 P Hˆw
1, η1 ¨ η2 defined ^
pρ, ηq „ pρ1, η1q ^ pρ
1, η2q„ P φñ pρ
1, η1 ¨ η2q„ P ψ}.
Proof. In view of Lemma 20, we are left to show that the given operations are
natural and that Θ is an internal BI-algebra w.r.t. them. Since BI-algebras form
a variety [5], it suffices to show that each Θw is a BI-algebra. By Lemma 18 (ii),
it suffices to show that every p--q ‹w φ preserves arbitrary joins, for then we can
use the standard formula to calculate φ ‹´w ψ, which happens to be natural
in w:
φ ‹´w ψ “
⋃
{ξ | φ ‹w ξ ď ψ}.
By unfolding the right-hand side, we obtain the expression for ‹´w figuring in
the statement of the lemma. [\
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– s, ρ, η |ù J
– s, ρ, η |ù φ^ ψ if s, ρ, η |ù φ and s, ρ, η |ù ψ
– s, ρ, η |ù φ_ ψ if s, ρ, η |ù φ or s, ρ, η |ù ψ
– s, ρ, η |ù φñ ψ if for all pρ, ηq „ pρ1, η1q and η1 ď η2,
s, ρ1, η2 |ù φ implies s, ρ1, η2 |ù ψ
– s, ρ, η |ù φpvq if s, ρ, ppJΓ $v v : AKw1 ˝ Γρqs, ηq |ù φ
– s, ρ, pa, ηq |ù x. φ if a “ pXρqb and ps, bq, ρ, η |ù φ
– s, ρ, η |ù ℓ Ñ֒ v if η “ pw2 Ď w1, δ P Hpw2, w1qq and
δpr : Sq “ pJΓ $v v : CTypepSqKw1 ˝ Γρqs
where pJΓ $v ℓ : RefSKw1 ˝ Γρqs “ pr : Sq P w
2
– s, ρ, η |ù v “ u if pJΓ $v v : AKw2 ˝Γρ
1 ˝Γρqpsq “ pJΓ $v u : AKw2 ˝Γρ
1 ˝Γρqpsq
for some ρ1 : w1 Ñ w2
– s, ρ, η |ù φ ‹ ψ if for suitable w1, w2, η P Hpw1 Z w2, w
1q,
s, ρ, pw1 Ď w
1,Hpw1 Ď w1 Z w2, w
1qηq |ù φ and
s, ρ, pw2 Ď w
1,Hpw2 Ď w1 Z w2, w
1qηq |ù ψ
– s, ρ, η |ù φ ‹´ ψ if for all pρ1, η1q „ pρ, ηq and for all η2 such that η1 ¨η2 is defined,
s, ρ1, η2 |ù φ implies s, ρ
1, η1 ¨ η2 |ù ψ
– s, ρ, η |ù Dφ if Γ puˆǫ ˝ ρqs, idw2 , pa, Hˆǫ ˝ ηq |ù φ for some ǫ : w
1
 w2, a P Aw2
– s, ρ, η |ù @φ if Γ puˆǫ ˝ ρqs, idw2 , pa, Hˆǫ ˝ ηq |ù φ for all ǫ : w
1
 w2, a P Aw2
Fig. 5: Semantics of the logic.
Theorem 23. Θ is an internally complete Heyting BI-algebra, hence r--, Θs is
a BI-hyperdoctrine.
Proof. Follows from Lemmas 20 and 22. [\
This now provides us with a complete semantics of the language in Fig. 4 with
JΓ $ φ : propK : Γ Ñ Θ and JΓ $ φ : PAK : Γ Ñ PA where PA is the upward
closed subfunctor of Pˇ ˝ pPˆ puˆAˆ Hˆqq, with upward closure only on the Hˆ-part,
which is isomorphic to ΘA. The resulting semantics is defined in Fig. 5 where
we write s, ρ, η |ù φ for pρ, ηq„ P JΓ $ φ : propKpsq and s, ρ, pa, ηq |ù φ for
pρ, pa, ηqq„ P JΓ $ φ : PAKpsq. The following properties [4] are then automatic.
Proposition 24. – (Monotonicity) If s, ρ, η |ù φ and η ď η1 then s, ρ, η1 |ù φ.
– (Shrinkage) If s, ρ, η |ù φ, η1 ď η and η1 contains all cells reachable from s
and w then s, ρ, η1 |ù φ.
7 Examples
Let us illustrate subtle features of our semantics by some examples.
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Example 25. Consider the formula Dℓ : Ref Int . ℓ Ñ֒ 5 from the introduction in
the empty context --. Then --, ρ, η |ù Dℓ. ℓ Ñ֒ 5 iff for some ǫ : w1  w2, and
some x P Ref Intw
2, x, idw2 , pHˆǫqη |ù ℓ
1 Ñ֒ 5. The latter is true iff prxppHˆǫqηq “ 5.
Note that w1 may not contain ℓ and it is always possible to choose ǫ so that w2
contains ℓ and prxppHˆǫqηq “ 5. Hence, the original formula is always valid.
Example 26. The clauses in Fig. 5 are very similar to the standard Kripke
semantics of intuitionistic logic. Note however, that the clause for implication
strikingly differs from the expected one
– s, ρ, η |ù φñ ψ if for all η ď η1, s, ρ, η1 |ù φ implies s, ρ, η1 |ù ψ,
though. The latter is indeed not validated by our semantics, as witnessed by the
following example. Consider the following formulas φ and ψ respectively:
ℓ : RefRefInt $ Dℓ
1. Dx. ℓ Ñ֒ ℓ1 ^ ℓ1 Ñ֒ x : prop (6)
ℓ : RefRefInt $ Dℓ
1. ℓ Ñ֒ ℓ1 ^ ℓ1 Ñ֒ 6: prop (7)
The first formula is valid over heaplets, in which ℓ refers to a reference to some
integer, while the second one is only valid over heaplets, in which ℓ refers to a
reference to 6. Any η1 ě η “ pidw, p{ℓ2} Ď {ℓ, ℓ2}, rℓ2 ÞÑ 6sqq satisfies both (6)
and (7) or none of them. However, the implication φñ ψ still is not valid over η
in our semantics, for
η „ pw Ñ֒ w ‘ pℓ1 : Intq, p{ℓ1, ℓ2} Ď {ℓ, ℓ1, ℓ2}, rℓ1 ÞÑ 5, ℓ2 ÞÑ 6sqq
ď pw Ñ֒ w ‘ pℓ1 : Intq, p{ℓ, ℓ1, ℓ2} Ď {ℓ, ℓ1, ℓ2}, rℓ ÞÑ ℓ1, ℓ1 ÞÑ 5, ℓ2 ÞÑ 6sqq
and the latter heaplet validates φ but not ψ.
Example 27. Least µ and greatest ν fixpoints can be encoded in higher order
logic [2]. As an example, consider
isList “ µγ. ℓ. ℓ Ñ֒ null _ Dℓ1, x. ℓ Ñ֒ px, ℓ1q ‹ γpℓ1q,
which specifies the fact that ℓ is a pointer to a head of a list (eliding coproduct
injections in inlnull and inrpx, ℓ1q). By definition, isList satisfies the following
recursive equation:
isListpℓq “ ℓ Ñ֒ null _ Dℓ1, x. ℓ Ñ֒ px, ℓ1q ‹ isListpℓ1q
Let us expand the semantics of the right hand side. We have
Jℓ : Ref list, isList : PpRef listq $ l Ñ֒ null _ Dℓ1, x. ℓ Ñ֒ px, ℓ1q ‹ isListpℓ1qKwpisListq
“ {pρ : w Ñ w1, pRef listρqpℓq, δ P Hˆw
1q„ | prρpℓqpδq “ null}Y
Jℓ : Ref list, isList : PpRef listq $ Dℓ1, x. ℓ Ñ֒ px, ℓ1q ‹ isListpℓ1qKwpisListq
“ {pρ : w Ñ w1, pRef listρqpℓq, δ P Hˆw
1q„ |
prρpℓqpδq “ null _ Dℓ
1, x. prρpℓq δ “ px, ℓ
1q ^ pρ, ℓ1, δ r ρpℓqq„ P isList}
where δ r ρpℓq denotes the δ with the cell ρpℓq removed. In summary, pρ : w Ñ
w1, pRef listρqpℓq, δ P Hˆw
1q„ is in Jℓ : Ref list, isList : PpRef listq $ isListpℓqKwpisListq
if and only if either prρpℓq δ “ null or there exists an l
1 P w1 such that prρpℓq δ “
px, ℓ1q and pρ, ℓ1, δ r ρpℓqq„ P isList .
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8 Conclusions and Further Work
Compositionality is an uncontroversial desirable property in semantics and rea-
soning, which admits strikingly different, but equally valid interpretations, as be-
comes particularly instructive when modelling dynamic memory allocation. From
the programming perspective it is desirable to provide compositional means for
keeping track of integrity of the underlying data, in particular, for preventing
dangling pointers. Reasoning however inherently requires introduction of par-
tially defined data, such as heaplets, which due to the compositionality principle
must be regarded as first class semantic units.
Here we have made a step towards reconciling recent extensional monad-
based denotational semantic for full-ground store [9] with higher order cate-
gorical reasoning frameworks [2] by constructing a suitable intuitionistic BI-
hyperdoctrine. Much remains to be done. A highly desirable ingredient, which
is currently missing in our logic in Fig. 4 is a construct relating programs and
logical assertions, such as the following dynamic logic style modality
Γ $c p : A Γ $ φ : PA
Γ $ rpsφ : prop
which would allow us e.g. in a standard way to encode Hoare triples {φ}p{ψ} as
implications φ ñ rpsψ. This is difficult due to the outlined discrepancy in the
semantics for construction and reasoning. The categories of initializations for p
and φ and the corresponding hiding monads are technically incompatible. In
future work we aim to deeply analyse this phenomenon and develop a semantics
for such modalities in a principled fashion.
Orthogonally to these plans we are interested in further study of the full
ground store monad and its variants. One interesting research direction is de-
veloping algebraic presentations of these monads in terms of operations and
equations [17]. Certain generic methods [13] were proposed for the simple store
case (Example 3), and it remains to be seen if these can be generalized to the
full ground store case.
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A Appendix: Omitted Details
A.1 Proof of Lemma 5
Assuming that pρ, xq  pρ1, x1q is witnessed by some ǫ1 : w  w1 and pρ, xq 
pρ2, x2q is witnessed by some ǫ2 : w  w2, pρ1, x1q  pρ1, x1q and pρ2, x2q 
pρ1, x1q are witnessed by the induced injections w1  w1 ‘w w2 and w2  
w1 ‘w w2 respectively. [\
A.2 Proof of Theorem 8
We will need two lemmas.
Lemma 28. In the simple store model, for each X : E Ñ Set, u‹pX
Hq –
Xp--qV
p--q
: WÑ Set, which is equipped with the following functorial action:
pXp--qV
p--q
qpρ : w Ñ w1qpp : Vw Ñ Xwqps : w1 Ñ Vq “ Xpρ, s ˝ ρAqppps ˝ ρqq
(Note that pρ, s ˝ ρAq P Epw,w1q, hence Xpρ, s ˝ ρAq : XwÑ Xw1).
Proof. Let X : EÑ Set. We will show that Xp--qV
p--q
is the right Kan extension
of XH along u, i.e. Xp--qV
p--q
“ u‹pX
Hq. By definition,
pu‹X
Hqw –
∫
ρ : wÑw1Pw
Ñ
u
SetpHw1, Xw1q “
∫
ρ : wÑw1Pw
Ñ
u
SetpVw
1
, Xw1q.
The resulting end is the subset of
∏
ρ : wÑw1 SetpV
w1 , Xw1q, consisting of those
dependent maps f , which satisfy
pX ǫq ˝ fpρq ˝ Vu ǫ “ fpu ǫ ˝ρq
for all ρ : w Ñ w1 and ǫ : w1  w2. Every such map is determined by its action
on idw : w Ñ w, because for every ρ : w Ñ w
1, given s : w1 Ñ V , fpρqpsq “
fpu ǫ ˝idwqpsq “ pX ǫ ˝fpidwqqps ˝ ρq where ǫ “ pρ, s ˝ ρ
Aq P Epw,w1q. Hence,
pu‹X
Hqw is indeed isomorphic to pXwqV
w
. The functorial action of our end
is induced by the functorial action of
∏
ρ : p--qÑw1 SetpV
w1 , Xw1q sending every
τ : w1 Ñ w2 to f ÞÑ fp-- ˝τq. By composing this functorial action with the
isomorphism pu‹X
Hqw – pXwqV
w
, we obtain that
pXp--qV
p--q
qpτ : w1 Ñ w2qpp : V
w1 Ñ Xw1qps : w2 Ñ Vq “ pXpτ, s ˝ τ
Aq ˝ pqps ˝ τq,
which is equivalent to the goal. [\
Next, we observe that for the simple store, the coend over a covariant functor
figuring in the definition of T can be transformed to a coend over a properly mix-
variant functor, thus, the whole category E can be eliminated from the game.
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JΓ $v ℓ : RefSK “ α : Γ Ñ JRefSK
JΓ $c ! ℓ : CTypepSqK “ u‹pP putqH ˝ η ˝ α : Γ Ñ TCTypepSq
JΓ $v ℓ : RefSK “ α : Γ Ñ JRefSK JΓ $v v : CTypepSqK “ β : Γ Ñ CTypepSq
JΓ $c ℓ :- v : 1K “ u‹pP getqH ˝ η ˝ 〈α, β〉 : Γ Ñ T1
JΓ, x : RefS$v v : CTypepSqK “ α : Γ ˆ RefS Ñ CTypepSq
JΓ, x : RefS$c p : AK “ β : Γ ˆ RefS Ñ TA
JΓ $c letref x :- v in p : AK “ β6 ˝ τ ˝
〈
id, u‹pnew6qH ˝ η ˝ curryα
〉
: Γ Ñ TA
Fig. 6: Semantics of non-standard language constructs.
Lemma 29. In the simple store model, P pX ˝ uˆHqw is equivalently the quo-
tient of
∑
ρ : wÑw1 Xw
1ˆVw
1
under the equivalence relation „, generated by the
clauses:
pρ, px, s ˝ ρ1qq „ pρ1 ˝ ρ, ppXρ1qpxq, sqq
with ρ : w Ñ w1, ρ1 : w1 Ñ w2, s : w2 Ñ V and x P Xw1. Hence,
P pX ˝ uˆHqw –
∫ ρ : wÑw1Pw Ñ W
Xw1 ˆ Vw
1
.
The proof of Theorem 8 is now obtained as follows.
u‹pP pu
‹X ˆHqHqw – pP pX ˝ uˆHqwqVw // Lemma 28
–
(∫ ρ : wÑw1Pw Ñ W
Xw1 ˆ Vw
1
)Vw
. // Lemma 29
[\
A.3 Semantics of the Program Language
Let us sketch the semantics for the language in Fig. 2. Since our language is a
proper extension of the generic fine-grain call-by-value [11], which has a standard
semantics w.r.t. a given strong monad, we only focus on the non-standard term
constructs. Recall that a value judgement Γ $v v : A is interpreted as a morphismJΓ $v v : AK : Γ Ñ A and a computation judgement Γ $c p : A is interpreted as
a Kleisli morphism JΓ $c p : AK : Γ Ñ TA where the semantics of types is as in
Example 2, which yields the following explicit expression for the heap functor
Hw “
∏
pℓ : SqPw
CTypepSqw
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The operations for working with the store are then interpreted according to the
assignments in Fig. 6: η and τ refer to unit and strength of T correspondingly;
p--q6 in the rule for letref refers to Kleisli liftings (both of T and P ). The auxiliary
natural transformations put, get and new for writing, reading and allocating
correspondingly are defined as follows:
get : u‹JRefSKˆH Ñ u‹CTypepSqˆH
getwpℓ P w
-1pSq, η P Hwq “ pηpℓq, ηq
put : pu‹JRefSKˆ u‹CTypepSqq ˆH Ñ 1ˆH
putwpℓ P w
-1pSq, v P CTypepSqw, η P Hwq “ p‹, δq
where δpℓq “ v, δpℓ1q “ ηpℓ1q if ℓ ı ℓ1
new : u‹pCTypepSqRefS q ˆH Ñ P pu‹RefS ˆHq
newwpα : Wpw, --q ˆ u
‹RefS Ñ u
‹CTypepSq, η P Hwq
“ pinl : w Ñ w ‘ {ℓ : S}, ppRefS inrqpℓq,
Hpid, inlqpηq ‘ rℓ : S ÞÑ αw‘{ℓ : S}pinl, pRefS inrqpℓqqsqq„
For simplicity, we only presented the case of one variable in letref – the case of
many variables is completely analogous.
A.4 Proof of Theorem 16
For an internal posetB in a toposT with a subobject classifierΩ, let
Ñ
: B Ñ ΩB
be the principal ideal operator obtained by currying the greater-or-equal relation
B ˆB Ñ Ω. Then the internal join
b
: ΩB Ñ B is defined as left order-adjoint
to
Ñ
. In the internal language of T,
Ñ
x “ {y | y ď x} and the adjointness
condition for
b
can be spelled out as follows:
@S P PB, y P S. y ď
j
S
@S P PB, x P B. p@y P S. y ď xq ñ
j
S ď x
where P “ Ωp--q is the (covariant) powerobject functor.
We will need the following connection between indexed joins
∨
as in Defini-
tion 9 and internal joins
b
.
Proposition 30. Let B be an internal poset in a topos. Then indexed join and
internal join structures on B are equivalent under the following mutual conver-
sions:
∨
f : IÑJ
pg : I Ñ Bq “
(
J currypeq ˝pid ˆ fqq ΩI
Dg ΩB
b
Ω
)
j
“
∨
n : QB Ñ֒ΩB
pe : QB Ñ֒ Bq
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where eq : J ˆ J Ñ Ω is the internal equality on J , 〈n, e〉 : QB Ñ֒ Ω
B ˆ B is a
pullback of J : 1 Ñ Ω along the evaluation morphism ev : ΩB ˆ B Ñ Ω. Meets
are connected analogously.
We proceed with the proof of Theorem 16. In every De Morgan topos, in particu-
lar in rEˆ,Sets, 2 is a complete Boolean algebra under the structure induced by a
retraction between 2 and Ω ([6, Proposition 2.6.2]). More concretely, Ω “ 1`ΩJ,
K “ inl : 1Ñ Ω and the obvious lattice operations on 2 are respected by the in-
jection rK,Js : 2Ñ Ω. By generalities, 2 is an internally complete partial order,
and hence an internally complete Boolean algebra. Concretely, internal joins are
defined as Ω2 snd Ω “ 1`ΩJ
K ` J ˝ ! 2.
In rEˆ,Sets, the subobject classifier Ω sends w to the set of cosieves over w,
i.e. sets of initializations ǫ : w  w1, closed under composition with arbitrary
initializations w1  w2. The corresponding internal joins for 2 can be explicitly
described as follows:
j
w
pφK P Ωw, φK P Ωwq “
{
K if φJ “ ∅
J otherwise
Now, in a topos, internal joins are equivalent to indexed joins, which for ev-
ery f : I Ñ J , yields
∨
f : rEˆ,SetspI, 2q Ñ rEˆ,SetspJ, 2q given as follows:
p
∨
f βqwpj P Jwq “ J iff there exist ǫ : w  w
1 and i P Iw1 such that fw1piq “
pJ ǫqpjq and βw1piq “ J. In particular, note that
(∨
∇rfst, snds
)
w
pa P 2, b P 2q “ J
iff a “ J or b “ J.
Now, the joins on uˆ‹p2
Xq are obtained as compositions
rW,SetspI, uˆ‹p2
Xqq – rEˆ,Setspuˆ‹I ˆX, 2q
∨
uˆ
‹fˆX rEˆ,Setspuˆ‹J ˆX, 2q
– rW,SetspJ, uˆ‹p2
Xqq
from a general result [6, B2.3.7], using the fact that uˆ‹p--q ˆX % uˆ‹p--qX where
the left adjoint is pullback-preserving. Explicitly:(∨
f
φ : I Ñ uˆ‹p2Xq
)
w
pj P Jwqpρ : wÑ w1q
“ {x P Xw1 | D ǫ : w1  w2, Di P Iw2.
fw2piq “ Jpuˆ ǫ ˝ρqpjq ^ pX ǫqpxq P φw2piqpidw2q},
which is shown as follows. Note the isomorphism Ψ : rW,SetspI, uˆ‹p2
Xqq –
rEˆ,Setspuˆ‹I ˆX, 2q:
pΨpα : I Ñ uˆ‹p2
Xqqqwpi, xq “ J ðñ x P pαwpiqqpidwq,
y P pΨ -1pβ : uˆ‹I ˆX Ñ 2qqwpi P Iwqpρ : w Ñ w
1q ðñ βw1ppIρqpiq, yq “ J
where x P Xw, y P Xw1 and i P Iw. Then, given x P Xw1, j P Jw, ρ : w Ñ w1,
and f : I Ñ J ,
x P
(∨
f
φ : I Ñ uˆ‹p2Xq
)
w
pjqpρq
ðñ x P
(
Ψ -1
(∨
uˆ‹fˆX
Ψφ
))
w
pjqpρq
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ðñ
(∨
uˆ‹fˆX
Ψφ
)
w1
ppJρqj, xq “ J // def. Ψ
ðñ D ǫ : w1  w2, Di P Iw2, Dk P Xw2.
puˆ‹fqw2piq “ ppuˆ
‹Jq ǫqppJρqjq^
k “ pX ǫqpxq ^ pΨφqw2pi, kq “ J // def.
∨
uˆ‹fˆX
ðñ D ǫ : w1  w2, Di P Iw2.
fw2piq “ Jpuˆ ǫqppJρqjq ^ pX ǫqpxq P φw2piqpidw2q // def. Ψ
ðñ D ǫ : w1  w2, Di P Iw2.
fw2piq “ Jpuˆ ǫ ˝ρqpjq ^ pX ǫqpxq P φw2piqpidw2q.
By using the isomorphism (5), this yields the requisite explicit definition for
joins. The case of meets is analogous.
Let us verify that the induced binary joins _ “
∨
∇rfst, snds are indeed com-
puted as pointwise set unions. Let φ, ψ Ď Pˆ Hˆw, ρ : w Ñ w1 and x P Xw1. Then
by definition, pρ, xq„ P φ_wψ iff there exist ǫ : w
1
 w2 and φ1, ψ1 Ď Pˆ Hˆw2, such
that pφ1, ψ1q “ ppPˇ ˝pPˆXqpuˆ ǫ ˝ρqqφ, pPˇ ˝pPˆXqpuˆ ǫ ˝ρqqψq and pidw2 , pX ǫqpxqq„ P
φ1 or pidw2 , pX ǫqpxqq„ P ψ
1. Equivalently, pρ, xq„ P φ_wψ iff there exist ǫ : w
1
 
w2 such that pidw2 , pX ǫqpxqq„ P hide
-1
uˆ ǫ ˝ρrφs or pidw2 , pX ǫqpxqq„ P hide
-1
uˆ ǫ ˝ρrψs.
Now,
pidw2 , pX ǫqpxqq„ P hide
-1
uˆ ǫ ˝ρrφs
ðñ hideuˆ ǫ ˝ρpidw2 , pX ǫqpxqq„ P φ
ðñ puˆ ǫ ˝ρ, pX ǫqpxqq„ P φ // (3)
ðñ pρ, xq„ P φ // defn. of „
and analogously for ψ. In summary pρ, xq„ P φ_wψ iff pρ, xq„ P φ or pρ, xq„ P ψ,
as required. Analogously, binary meets are computed as set intersections, by a
dual argument. [\
A.5 Proof of Proposition 15
Let X : EˆÑ Set and w P |Eˆ|. Then
pPˇ ˝ PXqw – prW, 2p--qs ˝ PXqw
“ Set
(∫ ρ : wÑw1Pw Ñ uˆ
Xw1, 2
)
–
∫
ρ : wÑw1Pw
Ñ
uˆ
SetpXw1, 2q
– puˆ‹2
Xqw
which is functorial in w and natural in X . [\
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A.6 Semantics of the Logic: Classical Case
Let us first spell out the isomorphism
pPˇ ˝ Pˆ HˆqX – puˆ‹p2
HˆqqX – uˆ‹p2
uˆ‹XˆHˆq – Pˇ ˝ Pˆ puˆ‹X ˆ Hˆq. (8)
Recall that by definition, pY Xqw “ NatpWpw, --q ˆX,Y q for any X,Y : W Ñ
Set. Then α : Wpw, --q ˆ X Ñ Pˇ ˝ pPˆ Hˆq corresponds to α1 : Wpw, --q ˆ X Ñ
uˆ‹p2
Hˆq, such that
pρ1 : w1 Ñ w2, η P Hˆw2q„ P αpρ : w Ñ w
1, x P Xw1q
iff pη P Hˆw2q P α1pρ : w Ñ w1, x P Xw1qpρ1 : w1 Ñ w2q.
Then α1 corresponds to φ1 P uˆ‹p2
uˆ‹XˆHˆqw, such that
pη P Hˆw2q P α1pρ : w Ñ w1, x P Xw1qpρ1 : w1 Ñ w2q
iff ppXρ1qx P Xw2, η P Hˆw2q P φ1pρ1 ˝ ρ : w Ñ w2q.
Finally, φ1 corresponds to φ P Pˇ ˝ Pˆ puˆ‹X ˆ Hˆq such that
px P Xw1, η P Hˆw1q P φ1pρ : w Ñ w1q
iff pρ : w Ñ w1, px P Xw1, η P Hˆw1qq„ P φ.
In summary, (8) connects α with φ in such a way that
pρ1 : w1 Ñ w2, η P Hˆw2q„ P αpρ : w Ñ w
1, x P Xw1q
iff pρ1 ˝ ρ : wÑ w2, ppXρ1qx P Xw2, η P Hˆw2qq„ P φ.
For the backward implication of this equivalence one can always assume ρ1 “ idw1
– the fact that any other choice of ρ1 produces the same result follows from
naturality of α.
Given w P |W|, s P Γw, ρ : w Ñ w1, η P Hˆw1, a P Xw1, let us use s, ρ, η |ù φ
as a synonym for pρ, ηq„ P JΓ $ φ : propKwpsq and s, ρ, pa, ηq |ù φ as a synonym
for pρ, pa, ηqq„ P JΓ $ φ : PAKwpsq. Unfolding the abstract constructions yields
the following semantics of terms by induction:
– s, ρ, η |ù K holds never;
– s, ρ, η |ù J holds always;
– s, ρ, η |ù φñ ψ if s, ρ, η |ù φ implies s, ρ, η |ù ψ;
– s, ρ, η |ù φ^ ψ if s, ρ, η |ù φ and s, ρ, η |ù ψ;
– s, ρ, η |ù φ_ ψ if s, ρ, η |ù φ or s, ρ, η |ù ψ;
– s, ρ, η |ù φpvq if s, ρ, ppJΓ $v v : AKw1 ˝ Γρqs, ηq |ù φ;
– s, ρ, pa, ηq |ù x. φ if a “ pXρqb and ps, bq, ρ, η |ù φ;
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– s, ρ, η |ù ℓ Ñ֒ v if η “ pw2 Ď w1, δ P Hpw2, w1qq and
δpr : Sq “ pJΓ $v v : CTypepSqKw1 ˝ Γρqs
where pJΓ $v ℓ : RefSKw1 ˝ Γρqs “ pr : Sq P w2;
– s, ρ, η |ù v “ u if pJΓ $v v : AKw2 ˝ Γρ1 ˝ Γρqpsq “ pJΓ $v u : AKw2 ˝ Γρ1 ˝
Γρqpsq for some ρ1 : w1 Ñ w2;
– s, ρ, η |ù Dφ if Γ puˆǫ ˝ ρqs, idw2 , pa, Hˆǫ ˝ ηq |ù φ for some ǫ : w
1
 w2,
a P Aw2;
– s, ρ, η |ù @φ if Γ puˆǫ˝ρqs, idw2 , pa, Hˆǫ˝ ηq |ù φ for all ǫ : w
1
 w2, a P Aw2.
A.7 Proof of Lemma 20
Let us check that clw is natural in w. Let ρ : wÑ w
1 and let φ Ď Pˆ Hˆw. We need
to show that
{pρ1, η1q„ P Pˆ Hˆw
1 | hideρpρ
1, η1q„ P clwpφq}
“ {pρ1, η1q„ P Pˆ Hˆw
1 | hideρpρ
1, ηq„ P φ, η ď η
1}.
Since hideρpρ
1, η1q„ “ pρ
1 ˝ ρ, η1q„, hideρpρ
1, η1q„ P clwpφq iff for a suitable η ď η
1
pρ1 ˝ ρ, ηq„ P φ. The latter is the same as hideρpρ
1, ηq„ P φ. Thus we obtained
the desired equality.
By definition, cl ˝ι “ id, i.e. pι, clq is an internal retraction. On the other
hand, ι is a right order-adjoint of cl: indeed, both ι and cl are clearly monotone,
hence φ ď ιpψq entails clpφq ď clpιpψqq “ ψ, and clpφq ď ψ entails φ ď ιpclpφqq ď
ιpψq, for, obviously, by definition, φ ď ιpclpφqq.
Since upward closure is preserved by finite meets and joins, Θ is an internal
sublattice of Pˇ ˝ Pˆ Hˆ. Moreover, we transfer large internal joins from Pˇ ˝ Pˆ Hˆ
to Θ as follows:
j
Ψ “ cl
(j
{ιpψq | ψ P Ψ}
)
(9)
Let us check that this definition is valid, i.e. that the defined
b
is a left order-
adjoint to the principal ideal operator
Ñ
:
cl
(j
{ιpψq | ψ P Ψ}
)
ď φ
ðñ
j
{ιpψq | ψ P Ψ} ď ιpφq
ðñ {ιpψq | ψ P Ψ} Ď
Ñ
ιpφq “ {φ1 | φ1 ď ιpφq}
ðñ Ψ “ {ψ | ψ P Ψ} Ď {φ1 | φ1 ď φ} “
Ñ
φ.
Thus, Θ is a complete join-semilattice, and therefore, a complete lattice with
large meets in a standard way defined as follows:
k
Ψ “
j
{φ | @ψ P Ψ. φ ď ψ}.
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We would like to show that, analogously to the
b
case:
k
Ψ “ cl
(k
{ιpψq | ψ P Ψ}
)
. (10)
Indeed, we have
k
Ψ “
j
{φ | @ψ P Ψ. φ ď ψ}
“ cl
(j
{ιpφq | @ψ P Ψ. φ ď ψ}
)
“ cl
(j
{φ | @ψ P Ψ. clpφq ď ψ}
)
“ cl
(j
{φ | @ψ P Ψ. φ ď ιpψq}
)
“ cl
(j
{ιpφq | @ψ P {ιpψq | ψ P Ψ}. ιpφq ď ψ}
)
“ cl
(k
{ιpψq | ψ P Ψ}
)
.
Distributivity of binary meets over infinite joints is transported from P ˝ pPˆ Hˆq
to Θ as follows:
φ^
j
Ψ “ cl
(
ιpφq ^ ι
(
cl
(j
{ιpψq | ψ P Ψ}
)))
“ cl
(
ιpφq ^
j
{ιpψq | ψ P Ψ}
)
“ cl
(j
{ιpφq ^ ιpψq | ψ P Ψ}
)
“ cl
(j
{ιpclpιpφq ^ ιpψqqq | ψ P Ψ}
)
“
j
{φ^ ψ | ψ P Ψ}.
Hence, Θ is an internally complete Heyting algebra.
From (9) and (10), we obtain the corresponding formulas for indexed meets
and joins:
∨
f
φ “ cl ˝
∨
f
pι ˝ φq
∧
f
φ “ cl ˝
∧
f
pι ˝ φq
where f : I Ñ J and φ : I Ñ Θ. Indeed, e.g. for joins, using Proposition 30:
∨
f
pφ : I Ñ Θqpj P Jwq “
j
{φpiq | fpiq “ j}
“ cl
(j
{ιpφpiqq | fpiq “ j}
)
“
(
cl ˝
∨
f
pι ˝ φq
)
pjq,
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and analogously for meets. Using Theorem 16, we obtain explicit formulas for
∨
and
∧
on Θ:
(∨
f
φ : I Ñ Θ
)
w
pj P Jwq
“ cl{pρ : w Ñ w1, η P Hˆw1q„ | D ǫ : w
1
 w2, Di P Iw2.
fw2piq “ Jpuˆ ǫ ˝ρqpjq ^ pidw2 , pHˆ ǫqpηqq„ P φw2piq},(∧
f
φ : I Ñ Θ
)
w
pj P Jwq
“ cl{pρ : w Ñ w1, η P Hˆw1q„ | @ ǫ : w
1
 w2,@i P Iw2.
fw2piq “ Jpuˆ ǫ ˝ρqpjq ñ pidw2 , pHˆ ǫqpηqq„ P φw2piq}.
Finally, we show that the applications of cl have no effect, as the resulting sets are
already upward closed. Assume that ǫ : w1  w2, i P Iw2, fw2piq “ Jpuˆ ǫ ˝ρqpjq,
pidw2 , pHˆ ǫqpηqq„ P φw2piq and η ď η
1. Since φw2piq is upward closed and Hˆǫ is
order preserving, also pidw2 , pHˆǫˆqη
1q„ P φw2piq. The analogous argument applies
to meets. Now, Θ is an internal complete sublattice of Pˇ ˝ Pˆ Hˆ , since meets and
joins are computed using the same formulas. [\
A.8 Proof of Lemma 21
By definition, φ‹wψ Ď clwpφ‹wψq. We show the converse. Assume that pρ : w Ñ
w1, δ1q„ P clwpφ‹w ψq. Then there exists pρ, pwa Ď w
1, η P Hpwa, w1qqq„ P φ‹w ψ
such that pwa Ď w
1, η P Hpwa, w1qq ď δ1. By Lemma 18 (iii), there exist w1, w2,
such that w1 Zw2 “ wa, pρ, pw1 Ď w
1,Hpw1 Ď wa, w
1qηq„ P φ and pρ, pw2 Ď w
1,
Hpw2 Ď wa, w1qηq„ P ψ.
By definition, δ1 “ pwb Ď w
1, η1 P Hpwb, w1qq, for suitable wb and η1. Again,
by definition, wb can be presented as wa Y pwb r waq “ w1 Y w2 Y pwb r waq.
By upward closure of ψ, pρ, pw2 Y pwb r waq Ď w
1, Hpw2 Y pwb r waq Ď wb,
w1qηq„ P ψ and we already know that pρ, pw1 Ď w
1,Hpw1 Ď wa, w1qηqq„ P φ.
Therefore, pρ, δ1q„ “ pρ, pwb Ď w
1, η1qq„ P pφ ‹w ψq. [\
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